New England Carpenters Training Fund Tool Checklist

Required Tools for Apprentices

Floorlayers

First Year:
- Hard Hat
- Safety Glasses (Clear)
- Tool Box
- Leather Pouches
- Pencils
- Bent Leg Dividers
- Calculator
- Knee Pads
- Hammer (16OZ or 20OZ)
- Small Pry Bar
- Knee Kicker
- Chalk Line
- Propane Torch Head
- Pliers 6"
- Tin Snips
- Wire Brush
- Tape Measure (20'-30').
- Hand Brush (foxtail)
- Screw drivers, Straight & Phillips
- Awl
- Utility Knife
- Carpet Knife
- Hand Scraper
- Sharpening Stone (oil or Diamond)
- Hand Sander
- Notched Trowels
- Finishing Trowel
- Notched Base Spreader
- Putty Knife 6"
- Stair Tool
- Framing Square
- 1" Cold Chisel
- 2" Split-Tip or Horse Hair Finish Broom
- Bevel Square

Second Year:
- Hack Saw, w/Rod Saw Blade
- Tackless Cutter
- 10” or 12” Adjustable Wrench
- Linoleum Knives/Hook Knife
- Napping Sheers
- Tile Cutter
- Top Cutter
- Metric Tape Measure 20'-30'
- Carpet Trimmer (wall trimmer)
- Under Scribe
- Resilient Seam Roller
- Carpet Seam Rollers (one smooth)
- Vinyl Moulding Cutters

Third Year:
- Hammer Stapler w/staples
- 50’ or 100’ Steel Tape
- Loop Pile Cutter
- Straight Edge 4’
- Pin Vice/Scratch Awl
- Rubber Mallet
- Bar Scribe
- Extension Handle Roller
- Carpet Spreader
- Small Metal Miter Box
- Hand-held Undercutting Saw
- Dry Line
- Tile Dolly
- Magnetic Nail Holder

Fourth Year:
- Tapping Blocks
- Tack Hammer
- Glass Bock Cutter
- Flat File
- Plumb Bob w/Line

Please Note: Some jobs may require additional tools that are not on this list. You are expected to acquire any additional tools required to perform your job functions.